Biederman's contemporary theory of basic visual object recognition (Recognition-byComponents) is based on structural descriptions of objects and presumes 36 visual primitives (geons) people can discriminate. But there has been no empirical test of the actual use of these 36 geons to visually distinguish objects. In this study, we tested for the actual use of these geons in basic visual discrimination by comparing object discrimination performance patterns (when distinguishing varied stimuli) of an acquired prosopagnosia patient (LB) and healthy control participants. LB's prosopagnosia left her heavily reliant on structural descriptions or categorical object differences in visual discrimination tasks versus the control participants' additional ability to use face recognition or coordinate systems (Coordinate Relations Hypothesis). Thus, when LB performed comparably to control participants with a given stimulus, her restricted reliance on basic or categorical discriminations meant that the stimuli must be distinguishable on the basis of a geon feature. By varying stimuli in eight separate experiments and presenting all 36 geons, we discerned that LB coded only 12 (vs. 36) distinct visual primitives (geons), apparently reflective of human visual systems generally.
Introduction
Theoretically, to visually identify objects, the visual system must input an infinite number of visual scenes and produce, as output, functional and finite labels of individual stimuli. Despite the complexity of this process and the variability of conditions under which it is performed, human object recognition is remarkably reliable and efficient. Among contemporary theories of object recognition, some suggest a human reliance on a basic set of visual primitives, or building blocks, from which all objects are composed (Biederman, 1987; Marr, 1982) . One such theory, Recognition-by-Components (RBC; Biederman, 1987) , describes and justifies how four viewpoint-invariant, or nonaccidental, properties can be combined to create 36 distinct visual primitives, referred to as ''geons.'' Despite RBC's thorough justification for proposing these visual primitives, no formal test has determined whether all 36 geons are actually used in basic object recognition. Accordingly, the current research empirically tested the utility of each of RBC's 36 geons in human object recognition.
Theories of Object Recognition
Human object recognition theories can be described as template (Ullman, 1989; Vetter, Hurlbert, & Poggio, 1995; Vetter, Poggio, & Bu¨lthoff, 1994) , feature (Selfridge, 1959) , and structural description types (Biederman, 1987; Marr, 1982) . Of these, structural description theories have provided the most effective explanations and have been the most widely investigated (Hummel, 2000; Kurbat, 1994) . As noted earlier, according to structural description theories, objects are represented in memory by a set of visual primitives and categorical relationships between them (e.g., the structural description of a mug might be ''a curved cylinder to the side of a cylinder''). By proposing that the visual system stores objects in this manner, structural description theories explain how people can recognize (a) novel objects that fit the structural description of an already recognizable one, and (b) the same objects with an essential structural description from many different perspectives-a process termed viewpoint invariance that has been well demonstrated in various research tasks (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993; O'Kane, Biederman, Cooper, & Nystrom, 1997) .
Recognition-by-Components. As noted earlier, RBC (Biderman, 1987) may be the most widely cited structural description theory, made particularly robust by positing a small, well-defined set of viewpoint-invariant components-geons (short for ''geometrical ions''), that represent visual primitives for any object (Biederman, 1987, p. 118) . According to RBC, geons can be defined by easily identifiable properties of a visual shape, termed nonaccidental properties, that are stable even as a viewer's perspective on the object changes (Witkin & Tenenbaum, 1983 ). Biederman proposed a set of 36 geons by combining all possible arrangements of the following four parameters, each based on nonaccidental properties: (a) the symmetry of the cross section (reflectional and rotational vs. reflectional only vs. asymmetrical), (b) the size change of the cross section along the length of the longest axis (constant vs. expanding vs. expanding and contracting), (c) the edge curvature of the cross section (straight vs. curved), and (d) the curvature of the longest axis (straight vs. curved; see Figure 1 for examples).
The specific properties Biederman (1987) used to define the geons were theoretical and computational, rather than empirically supported; they were chosen for their invariance in determining a particular shape, regardless of the viewer's perspective on the shape. As previously noted, viewpoint invariance is the chief advantage of a structural description system with visual primitives based on nonaccidental properties. Biederman made a persuasive argument for the sufficiency of these 36 geons, but he included no empirical evidence for their use, setting the stage for the present research. Although structural description theories can successfully explain how distinct objects are recognized and visually discriminated, they fail to detail how people can visually discriminate between objects that share the same structural description (e.g., discriminating between two mugs, two pickup trucks, two human faces, etc.).
Coordinate Relations Hypothesis. Because human object recognition skills cannot be fully explained by structural description theories alone, Cooper and Wojan (2000) proposed the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis, which suggests that object recognition occurs via two separate, neurologically dissociable processes. In this hypothesis, basic level object recognition utilizes a structural description representation, coding parts of objects and their categorical relations to one another, just as RBC would suggest, but this theory posits that discrimination between objects that share the same structural description is achieved through a second system that codes the precise metric features of objects. Thus, the first system utilizes structural descriptions and is referred to by Cooper and Wojan as the categorical system, operating quickly and efficiently for nearly all basic level object recognition tasks; the second system, the coordinate system, codes the precise metric properties of objects and is used predominantly when the recognition task requires discrimination between two objects that share a structural description. For example, in identifying a human face, the categorical system would store the parts of the face and the categorical relationships between those parts (e.g., the left eye is to the side of the right eye, above and to the side of the nose, and above and to the side of the mouth), whereas the coordinate system would store the parts of a face in reference to some arbitrary fixed reference point (e.g., the left eye is four units below and 2.5 units to the right of the reference point; see Figure 1 in Cooper & Wojan, 2000) .
Using a variety of paradigms to test this hypothesis, Cooper and colleagues provided empirical support for these two separate recognition systems Cooper & Brooks, 2004; Cooper & Wojan, 2000) . Saneyoshi and Michimata (2009) provided additional evidence for separable categorical and coordinate recognition systems via lateralized presentation of three-dimensional geon-based objects that underwent either a coordinate or categorical transformation. Supporting Cooper and Wojan's (2000) distinction between these two recognition systems, a large body of evidence suggests that face recognition does utilize a recognition system separate from basiclevel object recognition, occurring in a specific brain region-the fusiform gyrus of the right hemisphere, referred to as the fusiform face area (FFA; Clark et al., 1996; Farah, Levinson, & Klein, 1995; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Puce, Allison, Asgari, Gore, & McCarthy, 1995 . Because so much research on the psychological and neurological dissociation of these two recognition systems has focused on differences between basic object recognition and face recognition, the system responsible for discriminating between two objects that share the same structural description has come to be referred to as the ''face recognition system.'' Despite this title, numerous theories have been proposed regarding recognition functions mediated by the ''face recognition'' system, including recognition of such other objects as biological stimuli (Cappa, Frugoni, Pasquali, Perani, & Zorat, 1998; Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; Chao, Martin, & Haxby, 1999) , objects within the same subordinate level category (Damasio, Damasio, & Van Hoesen, 1982; Gauthier, Anderson, Tarr, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1997; Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, & Anderson, 2000; Marsolek, 1999) , objects for which observers are experts (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Gauthier et al., 2000; Tarr & Gauthier, 2000) , and objects that require the use of precise metric coordinates Cooper & Brooks, 2004; Cooper & Wojan, 2000) . Of particular relevance to the present study, the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis can account for the results supporting each of the competing theories in these studies, whereas the reverse is not true (see Casner, 2006; Cooper & Wojan, 2000 for review). Additional evidence for two dissociable recognition systems comes from neuropsychological studies of patients with a visual disorder known as prosopagnosia.
Prosopagnosia
Prosopagnosia is defined as an inability to visually recognize faces of familiar people, despite the absence of any low-level visual impairment or any serious cognitive impairment, such as dementia or amnesia (Mayer & Rossion, 2007) . Although unable to recognize familiar faces, prosopagnosic patients retain semantic knowledge about individuals, such as their demographic information and personal history (e.g., number of children, type of employment, and manner of personal affiliation with the patient). Prosopagnosia is most commonly acquired via stroke or brain trauma (Mayer & Rossion, 2007) . Brain regions involving the inferior occipital gyrus of the right hemisphere, and the lateral portion of the middle fusiform gyrus (the ''fusiform face area'' or FFA) of the right hemisphere, are typically damaged in prosopagnosic patients (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Rossion et al., 2000; Sergent, Ohta, & MacDonald, 1992) .
By studying patients with prosopagnosia, researchers can test whether a particular visual recognition task uses the basic-level recognition system or the face recognition system, seated in the FFA Kanwisher et al., 1997) . Based on studies using individuals with prosopagnosia (Casner, 2006; Casner, Cooper, O'Brien, Brooks, & Kahl, 2006; , and those with normally functioning visual systems (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998; Chao, Martin, & Haxby, 1999; Diamond & Carey, 1986; Gauthier et al., 2000) , it appears that, in addition to face recognition, the FFA is involved in other visual discrimination tasks. Interestingly, the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis predicts that prosopagnosic patients should show deficits, relative to persons with normally functioning visual systems (controls), on any task in which objects with the same structural descriptions must be discriminated. Whereas theories such as those proposed by suggest that prosopagnosia may result in within-category visual discrimination problems, no theory other than the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis predicts problems discriminating within structural descriptions, regardless of whether the target objects belong to the same basic-level category.
To test the hypothesis that prosopagnosic patients show deficits, relative to control participants, with any object recognition task in which objects share structural descriptions that must be discriminated (not just face discriminations or within-category discriminations), Casner (2006) , Casner et al. (2006) , and O'Brien et al. (2006) conducted visual discrimination studies comparing the recognition performance of prosopagnosic patient LB against the performance of a control group. In multiple experiments, Casner (2006) compared LB to controls with normally functioning visual systems, on two different types of discrimination tasks-one requiring discriminations between objects defined by different structural descriptions and the other requiring discriminations between objects defined by the same structural description. In these experiments, images were presented sequentially, and the participants were to indicate via button press, as quickly and accurately as possible, whether the images were examples of the same species (Experiment 1) or were physically identical (Experiment 2). For example, in Experiment 1, LB and controls discriminated between animals defined either by different structural descriptions (e.g., a dog and an eagle, composed of different parts and categorical relationships between the parts), or the same structural description (e.g., a wolf and a lion, both composed of the same parts and categorical relationships between the parts; see Figure 2 ).
In Experiment 2 (Casner, 2006) , LB and controls discriminated between line drawings of objects with the same name that were defined by either different structural descriptions (e.g., a rectangular table and an oval table), or the same structural description (e.g., a short rectangular table and a long rectangular table). Although round tables, rectangular tables, and longer rectangular tables all belong to the same basic-level category (table), round tables and rectangular tables are defined by different structural descriptions, whereas rectangular tables and longer rectangular tables are defined by the same structural description (See Figure 3 for examples).
In each of Casner's (2006) experiments, LB performed equivalently to the controls when discriminating between different structural descriptions, but showed large deficits any time she had to make comparisons within a structural description (see data in Figure 4 (a) and (b)). In other words, LB could discriminate between tables that were physically different if they were defined by different structural descriptions but could not discriminate between physically different tables that were defined by the same structural description. These results support the hypothesis that prosopagnosia disrupts task discrimination between objects that share the same structural description, regardless of whether the objects belong to the same or different categories, and regardless of level of expertise with the objects. Thus, prosopagnosia represents damage to the coordinate recognition system. 
Current Study
The research described here further tests predictions of the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis (Cooper & Wojan, 2000) , builds upon earlier research with prosopagnosic patient LB (Casner, 2006; Casner et al., 2006; O'Brien et al., 2006) , and offers an empirical test of whether, as Biederman (1987) suggested, people actually use 36 distinct visual primitives (geons) in visual object recognition. Because LB has been shown to have intact categorical recognition but severely impaired coordinate recognition, we assumed that if LB was able to discriminate between two objects then those two objects must be defined by different structural descriptions, or more specifically, must be composed of different visual primitives, a different set of relative spatial arrangements, or both. If, however, LB was unable to discriminate between two objects, those two objects must be defined by the same structural description. Thus, by presenting LB with two objects comprising different geons in the same spatial arrangement and then determining whether she could discriminate them, we could empirically test whether the two geons for these two objects are actually distinct in the human visual system. If LB could not discriminate between two of Biederman's geons, the implication would be that the human visual system does not uniquely code those particular visual primitives. Accordingly, we conducted eight experiments in which we showed a group of control participants and a prosopagnosic patient (LB) sequentially presented two-part objects and asked them decide whether the two objects were or were not physically identical. On trials in which the objects were not identical, they sometimes contained the same geons, differing in length (''coordinate'' trials; see Figure 6 (a)) and sometimes contained different geons (e.g., a geon defined by a straight axis in the first object might become a geon defined by a curved axis in the second object), holding all other attributes constant (''categorical'' trials; see Figure 6 (b)). If, in any of these experiments, LB performed comparably on the categorical but disproportionately more poorly on the coordinate trials, relative to controls, then the particular structural feature being tested must have been used to define the visual primitives (geons) in object recognition. Conversely, if LB did not perform disproportionately more poorly than controls on coordinate trials, the geon-defining parameter being tested must not have been used, suggesting that there are fewer visual primitives (geons) used for object recognition than Biederman (1987) proposed. In each of the eight experiments reported here, we tested one of the four major properties that define Biederman's geons (axis curvature, edge curvature, symmetry of the cross section, and size change of the cross section along the length of the axis).
Method
The participants, design, and procedure were identical in all eight experiments. The materials for each experiment differed only in which specific geon-defining parameter was being tested (see Table 1 ).
Participants
Approval for inclusion of human participants in this research was granted by the institutional review boards of Iowa State University and the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, and all participants were provided with, and signed, an informed consent document prior to participation. Participants were (a) LB, a 42-year-old prosopagnosia patient (see details in the following), and Coordinate trial, in which the larger of the two geons becomes metrically longer from the first object to the second but maintains the same structural description; (b) categorical trial, in which the larger of the two geons is defined by a straight axis in the first object, and a curved axis in the second object, resulting in different structural descriptions.
(b) 16 undergraduate students from Midwestern universities (10 female; mean age ¼ 21 years) with no visual or mental impairments who served as control participants. Despite the lack of age matching, the use of undergraduates as controls for prosopagnosic patients is a relatively routine research practice (De Gelder, Bachoud-Levi, & Degos, 1998; Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1995; Gauthier, Behrmann, & Tarr, 1999; Marotta, McKeeff, & Behrmann, 2002) .
At time of test, prosopagnosia patient, LB, was a 42-year-old retired junior high math teacher who suffered a posterior cerebral artery stroke at the age of 39, resulting in bilateral inferior temporal damage and partial unilateral right hemisphere hippocampal damage. LB has subsequently been diagnosed with prosopagnosia, achromatopsia (i.e., color blindness), anomia (i.e., a naming deficit), topographical disorientation, right upper quadrantanopia (i.e., blindness in the right upper quadrant of visual field), and left homonymous Note. Column 1 indicates the experiment number, column 2 indicates the specific geon-defining paratmeter tested in that experiment, column 3 provides a visual example of geons defined by the parameter tested, column 4 provides results of each experiment, indicating whether the parameter tested is, or is not used by the visual system to distinguish visual primitives, and columns 5, 6, and 7 provide the t values, p values, and effect sizes, respectively.
hemianopia (i.e., blindness in the left half of the visual field). In the remaining intact quadrant of her right visual field (the lower right quadrant), LB has normal visual acuity (20/20 vision with corrective lenses). Since the time of her stroke, she has exhibited problems with memory for dates, recent conversations, and other similar episodic information. LB's semantic memory, procedural memory, and motor skills are intact. LB spontaneously reported visual recognition problems with faces, skin abrasions, some types of food, plants, animals, buildings (particularly distinguishing between similar looking houses or office buildings), and money (such as telling play money from real money). LB's pattern of deficits (achromatopsia, topographical disorientation, and visual field defect) and neurological damage closely match those typically reported in cases of acquired prosopagnosia (see Bouvier & Engel, 2005; Mayer & Rossion, 2007 for reviews). Her occasional anomia (naming deficit) is likely the result of her slight unilateral hippocampal damage. Because only one quarter of LB's visual field properly receives visual information, she often needs multiple eye saccades to collect enough visual information to mediate recognition.
To verify prosopagnosia prior to engagement in this research, LB was given a test of famous face recognition, requiring the identification of 18 grayscale photographs of famous actors, politicians, and athletes, chosen for ease of identification. LB's score on this instrument was six correct out of 18, as compared to a mean correct score of 16.6 correct out of 18 by the control participants, supporting the diagnosis of prosopagnosia.
1 Additionally, LB completed the Cambridge Face Memory Test (Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006) , on which she identified only 38% of the faces correctly, a score only slightly greater than chance, again consistent with acquired prosopagnosia. To verify that LB was capable of basic-level object recognition, she was asked to identify 18 grayscale photographs of common objects, chosen for ease of identification. Her score on this task was 16 correct out of 18 (her two errors were most likely due to poor item contrast), compared to a mean correct score of 17.9 out of 18 for control participants, confirming that LB did not meet the criterion for a diagnosis of object agnosia and confirming her ability to recognize or identify basiclevel objects.
Stimuli and Materials
Geons were rendered in grayscale using a three-dimensional rendering program (http://www.blender.org) according to the parameters specified by Biederman (1987) and described in the introduction of this article. Because the basic design of the experiments required comparison between sequentially presented images, it was important to control for any abnormal strategies that participants may have developed to aid in visual discrimination (i.e., attending only to overall length, size, or other individual feature). Thus, all stimuli were objects composed of two geons. By creating two-geon objects and presenting changes in either of the two geons, participants were unable to complete the discrimination tasks by focusing on only feature. Thirty-six individual two-part objects comprising Biederman's set of geons served as the base stimuli for the eight experiments. Each object consisted of two geons, one large geon and a second small geon approximately half the size of the large geon, whose identity was randomly chosen (see Figure 5 for examples).
For controls, all stimuli were presented on a 21'' Macintosh desktop computer from a distance of approximately 50 cm, occupying a visual angle of approximately 18
. For LB, all stimuli were presented on a 15'' Macintosh laptop computer from a distance of approximately 30 cm, occupying a visual angle of approximately 18
. For both controls and LB, data were collected in windowless laboratories with fluorescent lighting, with screen brightness and ambient lighting held constant across all experiments for all participants. The experiment was designed and executed using Superlab v4.0.3.
Design and Procedure
On each trial, a fixation cross was presented for 500 ms, followed by an initial two-geon object presented for 1000 ms, a 500 ms mask, and finally a second twogeon object presented until participant response (see Figure 6 (a) and (b)). The first object was presented at central fixation, and the second object was presented in one of eight different positions, approximately 12 of visual angle from the position of the first object. This eliminated participants' ability to make simple size or shape discriminations as a result of maintaining focus at a particular point on the screen. The position of the second object was chosen randomly on each trial by the experimental program. The participant was to designate via button press, as quickly and accurately as possible, whether the two sequentially presented objects were physically identical or not. Participants were first given 16 practice trials with objects made of geon combinations not used in the experimental trials.
Each of the eight experiments consisted of 144 trials in which physically different objects were sequentially presented (''different'' trials), and 144 trials in which physically identical objects were sequentially presented (''identical'' trials). Each of the ''different'' trials contained either a coordinate or categorical change between the first and second images. On the ''coordinate'' trials, an initial object was presented on the screen, followed by an object in which one of the geons became longer or shorter, but remained the same geon (Figure 6(a) ). On the ''categorical'' trials, an initial object was presented on the screen, followed by an object in which one of the geons was replaced by a new geon (Figure 6(b) ).
In both the coordinate and categorical trials described earlier, the change within a trial occurred randomly-50% in the large geon position and 50% in the small geon position. The small geon position change trials were included to further ensure that participants did not develop abnormal visual discrimination strategies (e.g., attending to only one point of the larger geon and making discriminations based solely on overall length or size changes).
Each individual parameter of the geon set proposed by Biederman (1987) was tested in a separate experiment. In Experiments 1 and 2, the parameters being tested were binary features, possessed by all geons (e.g., all geons either have a straight or curved axis, or a straight or curved cross section). For tests of the size change of the cross section along the axis, and symmetry of the cross section along the axis, three possible values necessitated three separate experiments for each of these two parameters. As a result, Experiments 3 through 8 each contained only two thirds of the possible 36 geons, and, consequently, these experiments contained only two thirds as many trials as Experiments 1 and 2. All other aspects of Experiments 3 through 8 were identical to Experiments 1 and 2.
Task difficulty. A common concern in studies comparing clinical patients to controls is that task difficulty can be confounded with the specific task under investigation. For example, LB might perform poorly relative to controls on the coordinate but not on the categorical trials simply because the coordinate trials are more difficult rather than characteristically different. To address this concern, we conducted extensive pilot testing to identify the amount of metric change to the geons on the coordinate trials that would not make them more difficult than the categorical trials, as indicated by the performance of control participants.
Results

Experiment 1
The ''same'' trials, in which the sequentially presented objects were identical, were included in the experiment only to balance the number of trials on which the correct response was ''identical'' or ''not identical''; as they were not relevant to the current research question, ''same'' trial data were not analyzed. Additionally, the ''different'' trials on which the geon change occurred in the position of the smaller of the two geons were included only to prevent abnormal discrimination strategies and were also not included in data analyses.
2
As is typical when comparing mean scores of a control group to a single neuropsychology patient (Crawford & Howell, 1998) , a test of a single sample mean was used to determine whether LB's performance on the discrimination task (i.e., error rates and reaction times) differed reliably from the performance of controls. To test for the presence of an interaction, difference scores were calculated by subtracting LB's error rates and reaction times from those of each control participant. Difference scores for the coordinate trials were then compared to difference scores from the categorical trials using a withinsubjects t test.
Error data. The error data for Experiment 1 are presented in Figure 7 (a). Although the differences between controls' and LB's mean error rates were significant for both the categorical and the coordinate task, the pattern of interest was the interaction in which beyond LB's poorer overall performance, Figure 7 . (a-h) Mean error rates for Experiments 1 to 8, respectively, each testing one parameter used to define Biederman's (1987) geons. Experiments represented in Figures  (a) , (c), (d), (f), (g), and (h) illustrate significant interactions in the predicted direction (*) at a ¼ .05. Significant interactions indicate that the parameter being tested is used by the visual system to code for visual primitives used in object recognition.
her performance relative to controls was disproportionately worse when discriminating between different objects made of the same geons (coordinate trials in which objects had the same structural description) than when discriminating between different objects made of different geons (categorical trials in which objects had different structural descriptions), t(15) ¼ 5.88, p ¼ .000. This interaction suggests that her shape recognition system used the curvature of the axis (straight vs. curved) feature to define visual primitives used in object recognition. LB was capable of discriminating a visual primitive with a straight axis from a visual primitive with a curved axis (Figure 6(b) ) but was incapable of discriminating two visual primitives with straight axes differing only in their metric length (Figure 6(a) ). This suggests that straight and curved axes are distinctly represented in the visual system and that discriminating between the two does not require the use of LB's impaired coordinate (or face) recognition system.
Reaction time data. Because of LB's visual field deficits, she must spend additional time scanning the presented images to achieve recognition; as a result, her reaction times were consistently slower than those of the controls across all conditions. Of particular importance, LB's reaction times were not disproportionately slower in any condition relative to controls, suggesting that her error rate data were not the result of task difficulty, independent of the experimental manipulation (coordinate vs. categorical discrimination). Thus, the principal dependent variable of interest in the current studies was error rate, and reaction time data were only useful as a test of whether differences in error rates across conditions between LB and controls resulted from a speed-accuracy trade-off. Because the general patterns of the reaction time data matched those of the error rate data in each experiment, neither the controls nor LB were sacrificing accuracy for response speed, and no further discussion of reaction time data is needed or included.
Experiments 2 to 8
The methods of analysis for Experiments 2 through 8 were identical to those of Experiment 1. Results of all eight experiments are summarized in Figure 7 (a) to (h) and in Table 1. Experiments 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 produced significant interaction patterns like those observed in Experiment 1, whereas Experiments 2 and 5 failed to produce interactions in the predicted direction. The absence of this interaction pattern suggests that the parameters being tested in Experiments 2 and 5 are not used by the visual system to distinctly represent visual primitives.
Although the results of Experiment 5 indicate a significant interaction (Table 1) , the pattern of the interaction is opposite to the direction that would be expected if the parameter being tested, expanding versus expanding and contracting cross section, is used by the visual system to represent visual primitives. In Experiment 5, as predicted, LB performed significantly worse than controls on coordinate trials but also performed significantly worse than controls on categorical trials, suggesting an inability to effectively use this parameter to distinguish visual primitives.
Discussion
The combined results of these eight studies suggest that not all 36 geons proposed by RBC (Biederman, 1987) are actually used as visual primitives in human object recognition. Specifically, these studies failed to provide evidence that the visual system uniquely codes visual primitives that differ only in whether they are (a) defined by a curved or straight cross section (Experiment 2) or (b) defined by an expanding versus an expanding and contracting axis (Experiment 5; Table 1 ).
Each of the eight experiments within this research study tested one of the eight different properties RBC theory uses to define visual primitives. The results of Experiments 1 (axis curvature), 3 (size change of the cross section along the length of the axis-constant vs. expanding), 4 (size change of the cross section along the length of the axis-constant vs. expanding & contracting), 6 (cross section symmetry-reflectional vs. reflectional and rotational), 7 (symmetry of the cross section-reflectional and rotational vs. asymmetrical), and 8 (symmetry of the cross section-reflectional vs. asymmetrical) matched the predicted pattern when the property being tested was actually used by the visual system to distinguish between visual primitives. That is, in each of these experiments, LB performed disproportionately worse than controls on coordinate discrimination versus categorical discrimination trials. As argued in the Introduction section, these data suggest that the properties tested in Experiments 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 do, in fact, represent attributes the visual system utilizes to uniquely code visual primitives and discriminate between them during object recognition (Table 1) .
Conversely, in Experiments 2 (curvature of the cross section-straight vs. curved) and 5 (size change of the cross section along the length of the axisexpanding vs. expanding and contracting), study results matched the pattern predicted when the property being tested was not used by the visual system to distinguish between visual primitives. In each of these experiments, LB performed equally poorly, relative to controls on the coordinate and categorical trials, as opposed to disproportionately worse than controls, on the coordinate versus the categorical trials. Thus, properties tested in Experiments 2 and 5 do not represent attributes the visual system utilizes to uniquely code visual primitives and discriminate between them during object recognition (Table 1) .
Because all geons proposed in RBC are defined by either a curved or straight cross section, our finding that this feature is not used by the visual system to distinguish visual primitives (Experiment 2) means that only half of the 36 geons proposed by RBC are empirically supported. Additionally, our further finding that the visual system uniquely codes only two but not three possible variations of the size change of the cross section along the length of the axis (Experiment 5) further reduces the remaining geon set by one third, leaving only 12 of the original 36 geons in RBC (Biederman, 1987) empirically supported by this study. Despite the strong logical case for the existence of 36 possible visual primitives, each defined by a unique combination of properties, there previously existed no empirical evidence that the human visual system codes all 36 visual primitives as independent neural representations, and our study is the first, to our knowledge, to address this research vacuum. Cooper and Wojan's (2001) Coordinate Relations Hypothesis argues that the human visual system utilizes a categorical system for visual discriminations between objects defined by different structural descriptions and utilizes a secondary coordinate system for visual discriminations between objects defined by the same structural description. Thus, this theory predicts that objects composed of different geons may be discriminated via the categorical system, but that discrimination of objects composed of the same geons in the same spatial configuration requires the coordinate system. Further, and of critical importance, the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis also predicts that discrimination of objects composed of geons defined as distinct by RBC, but represented similarly in the visual system, also requires the coordinate system. Across our numerous tests with myriad stimuli, prosopagnosic patient LB demonstrated an inability to complete visual discrimination tasks that required the coordinate recognition system but showed an intact ability to complete visual discrimination tasks that required only the categorical recognition system, even when task difficulty was controlled, consistent with prior research (Casner, 2006; Casner et al., 2006; O'Brien et al., 2006) . Thus, LB's pattern of deficits allowed us to test which RBC geons she could discriminate via the categorical recognition system alone (discrete neural representations) and which required use of the coordinate recognition system (nondiscrete neural representations). Each of the current studies tested LB's ability to discriminate between objects composed of geons that differed in only a single defining attribute. In six of our eight experiments, LB was able to discriminate between the objects, despite her inability to perform coordinate discriminations, suggesting that she perceived these objects as distinct geons or structural descriptions. Thus, the geon-defining attributes tested in those six studies are distinctly represented in the human visual system. Conversely, in two of our eight studies, LB was unable to discriminate between objects that differed in only a single defining attribute, suggesting that she perceived those objects to be composed of the same geons or structural descriptions, meaning that the geon-defining attributes tested in those studies are not actually distinctly represented in the human visual system, despite Biederman's (1987) explanatory logic.
Limitations. In any study comparing a single neuropsychological patient to controls, caution is advised when drawing conclusions, as there is a risk that the extent of the patient's deficits may not have been fully elucidated prior to testing. While this is a concern worth noting, we had the advantage of testing LB's visual discrimination abilities across numerous, varied domains prior to the start of this study (Casner, 2006; Casner et al., 2006; O'Brien et al., 2006) . The results of these studies allowed us to identify a well-established pattern of deficits, around which the predictions of the current study were built. Another potential limitation of this study is that although the conclusions of Experiments 2 and 5 are consistent with the theoretical foundation and predictions of this research, they are based on the absence of a predicted interaction between participants and task type, rather than a direct refutation of those specific properties. Thus, additional research will be needed to strengthen the case for a suggested reduction in geons used in the human visual system. Finally, some might argue that the specificity of the discrimination task used in this research (short initial stimulus duration, limited dimensional change within trials, and simple stimuli) is a study limitation. However, we believe this concern to be unfounded for numerous reasons. First, despite the brief duration of the initial image in each trial, LB effectively discriminated geons that had undergone a categorical change, suggesting that the 1000 ms duration provided sufficient processing time. Second, because we sought to identify which individual visual primitive features are and are not represented by the visual system, the changes within trials were limited to a single feature. Finally, had the stimuli been more complex (i.e., composed of more geons), both the categorical and the coordinate discriminations would likely have become more difficult for all participants, potentially obscuring the differences in performance between the two types of trials, and thus the ability to address the primary question of interest.
Future directions. This study represents one of the first attempts to empirically test features used to code visual primitives in object recognition, and it provides a foundational framework for further research. As an example of how future research might build on this work, consider that numerous studies have demonstrated a right hemisphere advantage in nonclinical populations for visual discrimination tasks requiring the use of precise metric distances (see Cooper & Wojan, 2000 for a review). This suggests that discriminating visual primitives that the visual system represents as categorically distinct should show no hemispheric advantage, whereas discriminating visual primitives that are not represented distinctly, but instead are variations of the same representation, should occur more quickly and with fewer errors in the right hemisphere, relative to the left. An alternative approach to the current question could include testing for priming effects within and across individual features, in order to identify the utility of those features in defining distinct visual primitives. Finally, according to RBC (Biderman, 1987) , there is no standard version of ''asymmetrical,'' or ''reflectional'' symmetry, and as such, a geon defined by one of those features can be rendered in infinite ways. Whether these infinitely varying parameters are represented as individual or multiple features in the visual system is another empirical question to address with future research.
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Notes
1. The ability of acquired prosopagnosics to visually recognize select individuals is consistent with a diagnosis of acquired prosopagnosia, and is most commonly the result of identifying a specific feature that is unique to the individual (Mayer & Rossion, 2007) . This remaining recognition ability is predicted by the Coordinate Relations Hypothesis (Cooper & Wojan, 2000) because faces containing unique features, such as a scar, or uncommon hair pattern, result in structural descriptions different from those that define most faces, thus allowing faces with unique features to be discriminated from the ''average'' face. 2. As noted in the ''Task Difficulty'' section of this paper, clinical deficits can be exaggerated by task difficulty, which can obscure actual differences in ability between clinical patients and controls. Because identifying and discriminating objects based on geons that are secondary or tertiary in terms of relative size within the object is likely to be more difficult for all viewers (see Biederman, 1987 for review), the concern with including data from the trials in which the change occurred in the position of the smaller geon was that results may not have reflected actual discrimination ability differences between the controls and LB, but rather, differences resulting from task difficulty. Pilot testing to develop stimuli that were equally difficult to discriminate in both categorical and coordinate trials focused on changes to the largest geon of the two-geon objects, and the trials in which the change occurred in the position of the smaller geon were included to only to prevent abnormal discrimination strategies. Consequently, these trials were not included in the primary analyses.
